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Describing 
Data
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Quiz: Next Week

Test: week 

after spring 

break



VOCAB TO 

KNOW



Vocab to know
× Histogram: 

× Box Plot (Box-and-Whisker):

× Dot Plot:



Measures of center
× Mean: 

× Median:

× Mode:

--------------

-----------------------------------------------------

× Outlier:

A measure of center is a measure that represents the center, or 
typical value, of a data set. 
Ø The mean , median , and mode are measures of center.



Measures of center
a) Find the mean, median, and mode of the hourly wages.

Mean = $9.65, Median = $8.70, Mode = $8.25

b) Which measure of center best represents the data? Explain.
× The median best represents the data. 

× The mode is less than most of the data, and the mean is greater than most of the data.

Ø The mean , median , and mode are measures of center.



Measures of center
a) Find the mean, median, and mode of the hourly wages.

b) Which measure of center best represents the data? Explain.
× The median best represents the data. 

× The mode is less than most of the data, and 

the  mean is greater than most of the data.

Ø The mean , median , and mode are measures of center.

Or… We can work smarter and not harder… and use Desmos 
https://www.desmos.com/calculator/f1pios9rem

https://www.desmos.com/calculator/f1pios9rem


Measures of center Ø The mean , median , and mode are measures of center.

Or… We can work smarter and not harder… and use Desmos 
https://www.desmos.com/calculator/f1pios9rem

Symmetric? 
Skewed left? Skewed right?

https://www.desmos.com/calculator/f1pios9rem


b) Which measure of center best represents the data? Explain.

Measures of center



b) Which measure of center best represents the data? Explain.

• Answer: The median best represents the data.

Ø When your data is SKEWED… it is best to use the MEDIAN. The median 
would be the measure which most accurately represents the center of the 
data. 

Ø The mode is less than most of the data
Ø The mean is greater than most of the data.

Measures of center



Measures of center Ø The mean , median , and mode are measures of center.

OUTLIERS: An outlier is a data value that is much greater than or much less than the 
other values in a data set.
• Outliers usually have the greatest effect on the mean.

Mean = $9.65, Median = $8.70, Mode = $8.25

Consider the data in Example 1. 

(a) Identify the outlier. How does the outlier affect the
mean, median, and mode? 



Measures of center Ø The mean , median , and mode are measures of center.

OUTLIERS: An outlier is a data value that is much greater than or much less than the 
other values in a data set.
• Outliers usually have the greatest effect on the mean.

Mean = $9.65, Median = $8.70, Mode = $8.25

Consider the data in Example 1. 
(a) Identify the outlier. The value $16.50 is the outlier because 

it is much greater than the other wages. 

(b) How does the outlier affect the mean, median, and mode? 
Mean = $8.67, Median = $8.65, Mode = $8.25

When you remove the outlier, the mean decreases $9.65 − $8.67 = $0.98
The median decreases $8.70 − $8.65 = $0.05
The mode is the same.



Measures of variation Ø A measure of variation a measure that describes the 
spread, or distribution, of a data set. 

Ø Range and standard deviation

× Range: difference of the greatest value and the least value.



Measures of variation Ø A measure of variation a measure that describes the 
spread, or distribution, of a data set. 

Ø Range and standard deviation



The long way…

OR the short way…
(Desmos)

The meaning of standard 
deviation is what is important…
What is its significance?? 

Measures of variation Ø A measure of variation a measure that describes the 
spread, or distribution, of a data set. 

Ø Range and standard deviation



DOT PLOTS



DOT PLOTS: DISTRIBUTIONS
The dot plot uses a number line to show the number of times each value in 
a data set occurs. 
• show clusters, peaks, and gaps in a data set
• can also use a dot plot to identify the shape of a distribution



DOT PLOTS: EXAMPLES



HISTROGRAMS



HISTOGRAMS: DISTRIBUTIONS



HISTOGRAMS: DISTRIBUTIONS



HISTOGRAMS: DISTRIBUTIONS



HISTOGRAMS: COMPARING



BOX PLOTS



BOX PLOTS



BOX PLOTS: DEFINITIONS



BOX PLOTS: DEFINITIONS



BOX PLOTS: MAKING A BOX PLOT



BOX PLOTS: EXAMPLE



Box plots: COMPARING



BOX PLOTS: EXAMPLE



BOX PLOTS: DISTRIBUTION



BOX PLOTS: COMPARING



PRACTICE TOGETHER



PRACTICE TOGETHER



PRACTICE TOGETHER


